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So, next week we will  get a GE Load that will have a lot of great items. 

I will list some of them at the end of the newsletter 

I also thought I would highlight some items in the store currently ,  

in case that anyone might have missed them. 

 

Don’t forget to get out there and VOTE. 

 

Thanks for accepting my newsletters, 

Robert Ehrig 



It is time for this beautiful Blue Star 60” range with 6 burners and griddle to find a home. 

If you have a reasonable offer for this unit, please make it. 



This Fisher Paykel full kitchen set up is available at a great price when bought together 

36” fridge, 30” dual fuel range, dishwasher and microhood w/ convection 

Buy It All 

For 

$6600 + tax 

Ask how to get this for less. 



This nice DCS package will increase any kitchens value 

36” built in fridge, 36” gas range and 36” hood all for  $ 7789 +tax 



 

Fisher Paykel 

 

This is two small fridges  

Joined together 

To make look like  

One big fridge 

Buy both with the joiner 

kit to connect them 

For  

 

$ 2299.99 + tax 

 



DCS    BBQ Grill Heads Newest Model 

I have one 36” BBQ 

And 

A couple of the 48” BBQ’s 

Both are super nice and can pass as 

new if you need them too. 

$ 2899.99  and  $ 3799.99 



30” Bosch cooktop $ 549.99 30” Décor cooktop  $ 999.99 

24” Cooktop 

Bertazzoni 

$ 449.99 

And I still have 

36” Blue Star 

Rangetops 

$ 2499.99 

And DCS  

36” cooktops 

$ 899.99 



These are Fisher Paykel Washer and Gas Dryers 

Buy the set for only $ 1199.99 or the higher end one for $ 1399.99 







GE Monogram and Cafe model numbers and prices 

Reserves your today.  Delivering on Monday 

 

Café 42” built in fridge  CSB42WSKSS    for  $  4499.99 

Café 36” Gas Cooktop   CGP650SETSS   for  $ 699.99 

Combo wall oven and microwave  CT9800SHSS for  $ 1999.99 

22’ Counter Depth fridge  CYE22TSHSS  for  $ 1699.99 

Monogram 48” Gas range   ZGP486LDRSS  for  $ 6499.99 

Monogram 36” all burner range top ZGU366NPSS  for  $ 1999.99 

Monogram 30” double ovens ZET2PHSS  for $ 2699.99 

Monogram 42” built in fridge  ZISP420DHSS  for $ 5499.99 

Monogram advantium ovens ZSC2202JSS  for  $ 1599.99 

And several hood... 

Reserve today or if you want to know about other pieces, please email me. 

Robert Ehrig 


